Glasgow Neighbourhoods

**West End**
With standout attractions, quirky shops, lovely parks and a brilliant eating scene, it’s no wonder that the bohemian West End is many people’s favourite Glasgow locale.

**Central Glasgow**
Downtown Glasgow buzzes with urban energy, with a dense eastern half and more spaced-out western streets. Pedestrian shopping strips, bolthole pubs, narrow lanes and elegant terraces comprise its character.

**East End**
The sober beauty of Glasgow’s cathedral marks the beginning of this traditionally working class zone, home to the famous Barras markets as well as breweries, craft markets and Celtic FC.

**Southside & the Clyde**
Once one of the world’s most important shipbuilding zones, the Clyde now sports concert venues and museums. The likeable southern suburbs house cute cafes and artsy venues.

**Merchant City**
The stately trade guilds built by the merchant classes make this an area of great architectural dignity, but it’s a good-time zone full of restaurants and bars.